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Abstract
In this paper, we consider the spectral analysis of different models of networks of Euler–
Bernoulli beams. We first give the characteristic equation for the spectrum. Secondly, in some
particular situations, we show that the spectrum depends only on the structure of the graph.
Thirdly, we investigate the asymptotic behaviour of the eigenvalues by proving the so-called
Weyl’s formula. © 2000 Elsevier Science Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Various models of multiple-link flexible structures consisting of finitely many
interconnected flexible elements such as strings, beams, plates, shells have been
recently given, see for instance [9–11,17,18] and the references therein. The spec-
tral analysis of such structures has, in addition to its own mathematical interest,
some applications to control or stabilization problems [17,19]. For interconnect-
ed strings (corresponding to second-order operator on each string), a lot of results
were obtained: let us quote the asymptotic behaviour of the eigenvalues [1,2,8,24];
the relationship between the eigenvalues and algebraic graph theory [4,6,17,23];
qualitative properties of solutions [8,25] and finally studies of the Green function
[14,26,27].
In this paper, we investigate the first two types of results for networks of Eul-
er–Bernoulli beams with different kinds of connections. Namely, on a finite net-
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work made of edges kj (identified to a real interval of length lj , see Section 2),
j D 1; : : : ; N , we consider the eigenvalue problem:
aj
d4uj
dx4j
D uj on kj ; 8j D 1; : : : ; N; (1)
where aj > 0. The beams are connected through some conditions on uj and its
derivatives dluj =dxlj , l D 1; 2; 3, at the nodes. More precisely, two types of con-
nections are considered. The first one consists to impose the continuity of uj and
ouj=oj , the exterior normal derivative of uj , at the interior nodes; and by the virtual
work principle (i.e. integration by parts), we deduce that the sum of the bending
moments and the sum of the shears are zero at all the nodes. For serially connected
beams, a similar model was already considered in [11,12]. For the second model, we
simply impose the continuity of the uj ’s at the interior nodes and by the virtual work
principle, the bending moment and the sum of the shears are zero at all the nodes,
this model was already proposed in [10].
For both models, we first show that the eigenvalues , with the exception of cer-
tain canonical eigenvalues, satisfy a transcendental equation
detD.
p
/ D 0; (2)
where D.
p
/ is a matrix depending holomorphically on
p
. In the special cases
aj D lj D 1 for all j D 1; : : : ; N , for the first problem and aj D l4j for all j D
1; : : : ; N , for the second model, we show that (2) is reduced to the determination
of the eigenvalues of a row stochastic matrix Z, which depends only on the geometry
of the network. This is the content of Sections 2 and 3. Let us mention that this
approach was initiated by von Below for a network of strings in [4], and we follow
the method developed there.
Finally, the asymptotic behaviour of the eigenvalues is presented in Section 4.
The Weyl formula for second-order operators with variable coefficients on networks
has first been asserted in Camerer’s thesis in 1980 (see Ref. [33] in [8]). It was
shown for general Kirchhoff conditions in [8, Section 20] (see also [7]). For the
constant coefficient case, it is a simple consequence of formulae (17) in von Below’s
paper [4], while it was obtained independently by Mehmeti [1] and Nicaise [24] for
special cases. For variable coefficients, we also refer to [1,2,6,25]. Here following [8,
Section 20], with the help of the max–min principle of Courant–Weyl, we establish
the following Weyl’s formula: if fkgk2N denotes the set of eigenvalues of problem
(1) in increasing order, then
lim
k!1
k
k4
D 4
0
@ NX
jD1
lj
4
p
aj
1
A
−4
:
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2. The first problem
2.1. C-networks
We first recall the notion ofC-networks,  2 N, which is simply those of [5], we
refer to [4,6,8] for more details.
All graphs considered here are non-empty, finite and simple. Let C be a connected
topological graph embedded in Rm; m 2 N, with n vertices E D fEi V 1 6 i 6 ng
and N edges K D fkj V 1 6 j 6 Ng. Each edge kj is a Jordan curve in Rm and is
assumed to be parametrized by its arc length parameter xj , such that the parametri-
zations
j V T0; lj U ! kj V xj 7! j .xj /
is -times differentiable, i.e., j 2 C.T0; lj U;Rm/ for all 1 6 j 6 N .
We now define the C-network G associated with C as the union
G D
N[
jD1
kj :
The incidence matrix D D .dij /nN of C is defined by
dij D
8<
:
1 if j .lj / D Ei;
−1 if j .0/ D Ei;
0 otherwise:
The adjacency matrix E D .eih/nn of C is given by
eih D

1 if there exists an edge ks.i;h/ between Ei and Eh;
0 otherwise:
For a function u V G ! R, we set uj D u  j V T0; lj U ! R, its ‘restriction’ to the
edge kj . We further use the abbreviations:
uj .Ei/ D uj .−1j .Ei//;
ujxj .Ei/ D
duj
dxj
.−1j .Ei//;
u
jx
.n/
j
.Ei/ D d
nuj
dxnj
.−1j .Ei//; n 2 N:
Finally, differentiations are carried out on each edge kj with respect to the arc length
parameter xj .
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2.2. The operator
G is supposed to be a C4-network. For each edge kj , we fix a mechanical con-
stant aj > 0. We now consider the following operatorA on the Hilbert space H DQN
jD1 L2..0; lj //, endowed with the usual product norm.
D.A/ D fu 2 H V uj 2 H 4..0; lj // satisfying .4/ to .8/ hereafterg
8u 2 D.A/VAu D .aj ujx.4/j /
N
jD1:
(3)
u is continuous on G: (4)
ouj
oj
.Ei/Doulol .Ei/ 8j; l 2 f1; : : : ; Ng
such that kj \ klDfEig 8i 2 f1; : : : ; ng; (5)
where (ouj=oj /.Ei/ means the exterior normal derivative of uj at Ei . If O D
.Oih/nn is the orientation matrix defined by
Oih D
8<
:
1 if ks.i;h/ is directed from Ei to Eh;
−1 if ks.i;h/ is directed from Eh to Ei;
0 else;
then condition (5) is equivalent to (6) below:
Oihujxj .Ei/ D Oik ulxl .Ei/ if j D s.i; h/; l D s.i; k/; (6)X
j2Ni
ajujx.2/j
.Ei/ D 0 8i 2 f1; : : : ; ng; (7)
X
j2Ni
aj
o3uj
o3j
.Ei/ D 0 8i 2 f1; : : : ; ng; (8)
where Ni D fj 2 f1; : : : ; Ng V Ei 2 kj g is the set of edges adjacent to Ei .
We also recall that for l > 0 and m 2 N; Hm..0; l// is the usual Sobolev space
defined by
Hm..0; l// D

v 2 L2..0; l// V d
nv
dxn
2 L2..0; l// 8n D 1; : : : ;m

;
which is a Hilbert space.
Theorem 2.1. A is a non-negative self-adjoint operator with a compact resolvant.
Proof. The two first assertions come from the fact thatA is the Friedrichs extension
of the triple .H; V; a/ defined by (see for instance [28, Theorem III.7B] or [15,
Theorem VI.2.6])
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V D
8<
:u 2
NY
jD0
H 2..0; lj // satisfying .4/ and .5/
9=
; ;
which is a Hilbert space with the inner product
.u; v/V D
NX
jD1
.uj ; vj /H 2.0;lj /;
when .; /H 2.0;lj / is the usual H 2-inner product on .0; lj / and
a.u; v/ D
NX
jD1
aj
Z lj
0
u
jx
.2/
j
.xj /vjx.2/j
.xj / dxj : (9)
Indeed, owing to Green’s formula, we have
.Au; v/H D a.u; v/ 8u 2 D.A/; v 2 V:
The last assertion follows from the compact embedding of V into H (cf. [28, Theorem
III.7.C]). 
Our aim is now to characterize the spectrum .A/ ofA. According to Theorem
2.1, this spectrum is non-negative and discrete.
Let then 2 2 .A/ . > 0/ be an eigenvalue ofA with associated eigenvector
u 2 D.A/. Then u satisfies (4) to (8) and
ajujx.4/j
D 2uj on .0; lj /; 8j 2 f1; : : : ; Ng; (10)
uj 2 H 4 ..0; lj // 8j 2 f1; : : : ; Ng: (11)
Following [4], we shall transform this problem into an equivalent matrix differential
boundary value problem.
2.3. The equivalent matrix differential problem
As in [4], we shall use the Hadamard product of matrices defined by
A  B D .aih bih/nn;
when A D .aih/nn and B D .bih/nn. Furthermore, for any function p V R 7−! R,
we define the matrix p.A/ by
p.A/ D .pih/nn;
where pih is defined by
pih D

p.aih/ if eih D 1;
0 if eih D 0:
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In particular, if p.x/ D xr ; r 2 R, we write A.r/ instead of p.A/. In the same spirit,
we shall say that A D B (respectively A 6D B) in the Hadamard sense if and only if
aih D bih (respectively aih 6D bih) for all i; h D 1; : : : ; n such that eih D 1.
We set e D .1/n1 and for any vector v of Rn; we define the diagonal matrix
Diag.v/ D .ih vi/nn. We finally introduce the matrices
A D (as.i;h/ eihnn ; L D (ls.i;h/ eihnn ;
where we recall that ks.i;h/ is the edge joining the vertex Ei to the vertex Eh.
We now associate with any function u defined on the graph G a matrix function
U V T0; 1U ! Rnn V x 7! U.x/ D .uih.x//nn; (12)
with
uih.x/ D eihus.i;h/

ls.i;h/

1 C dis.i;h/
2
− xdis.i;h/

: (13)
Lemma 2.2. u 2 D.A/ is an eigenvector ofA associated with the eigenvalue 2
. > 0/; i.e.; u satisfies .4/–.11/ if and only if U is solution of the differential prob-
lem .14/–.20/:
uih 2 H 4..0; 1// and .eih D 0 ) uih D 0/ 8i; h 2 f1; : : : ; ng; (14)
L.−4/  A  U.4/.x/ D 2U.x/ 8x 2 .0; 1/; (15)
9’0 2 RnV U.0/ D .’0eT/  E; (16)
9’1 2 RnV U 0.0/ D .’1eT/  L; (17)
TL.−2/ A  U 00.0/Ue D 0; (18)
TL.−3/ A  U 000.0/Ue D 0; (19)
UT.1 − x/ D U.x/: (20)
2.4. The characteristic equation
We shall show that .14/–.20/ can be reduced to an algebraic system whose non-
trivial solutions determine non-trivial eigenvectors. We first consider the case  D
0.
Theorem 2.3. u is an eigenvector ofA associated with the eigenvalue 0 if and only
if
U.x/ D−2.UT0 − U0/C UT1 − U1 x3
C3.UT0 − U0/C UT1 − 2U1 x2
CU1x C U0; (21)
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where U0 VD U.0/ D .’0eT/  E; U1 VD U 0.0/ D .’1eT/  L; with ’0; ’1 2 Rn such
that 
’0
’1

2 kerM; (22)
the 2n 2n matrixM being defined by
MD

3.I −M/ M1
M2 I −M

; where
DiDDiag..L.−i/ A/e/; i D 1; 2; 3;
MDD−12 .L.−2/  A/;
M1 DD−12 TD1 − 2L.−1/  AU;
M2 D2D−12 TD3 − L.−3/  AU:
Furthermore, dim kerM 6 nC 1 and ( e0 2 kerM; so that dim kerA 6 nC 1 and
u  1 2 kerA.
Proof. Since U is solution of U.4/.x/ D 0 on .0; 1/, it may be written
U.x/ D U3x3 C U2x2 C U1x C U0;
where Ui 2 Rnn; i 2 f0; : : : ; 3g. By (20), we have
U.1/ D U3 C U2 C U1 C U0 D UT0 ;
U 0.1/ D 3U3 C 2U2 C U1 D −U 0.0/T D −UT1 :
Solving this system (in .U3;U2/) and taking into account (16) and (17), we arrive at
expression (21).
The remaining identities (18) and (19) become
3TD2 − L.−2/  AU’0 C TD1 − 2L.−1/ AU’1 D 0; (23)
2TD3 − L.−3/  AU’0 C TD2 − L.−2/  AU’1 D 0;
using the easily checked identities:
.B  E  .e’T//e D B’;
.B  E  .’eT//e D TDiag.Be/U’; (24)
which hold for any B 2 Rnn and any ’ 2 Rn. SinceD2 is invertible, (24) is clearly
equivalent to (22).
Let us now establish that
dim kerM 6 nC 1: (25)
Indeed, M is a row stochastic matrix, which is indecomposable since C is connected
(see [4]), therefore by the Perron–Frobenius theorem, 1 is a simple eigenvalue of M
of associated eigenvector e. Accordingly, the range of I −M , denoted byR.I −M/,
is of dimension n− 1. Since
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dim

M

’
0

V ’ ? e

D dimf.I −M/’ V ’ ? eg D n− 1;
we conclude that
dimR.M/ > n− 1;
which is equivalent to (25) because dim kerMC dimR.M/ D 2n: 
In the particular case, where all the edges have the same length, the kernel kerM
is explicitly known and thereby kerA as well.
Proposition 2.4. Suppose that L D lE; with l > 0. Then the following two cases
holdV
.a/ If C is not bipartite; then kerM D Sp ( e0 } ; i.e. ker M is of dimension 1.
.b/ If C is bipartite; then dim ker M D 2; more precisely;
kerM D Sp

e
0

;
−l =2
 

;
where is the unique eigenvector .up to a scalar factor/ ofZ VD .Diag.Ae//−1A
of eigenvalue −1 .see T4; Section 5U/.
Proof. If L D lE; we remark that .24/ takes the simpler formV
3l−2TDiag.Ae/− AU’0 C l−1TDiag.Ae/− 2AU’1 D 0;
2l−3TDiag.Ae/− AU’0 C l−2TDiag.Ae/− AU’1 D 0: (26)
But the second equation is equivalent to
TI − ZU.2’0 C l’1/ D 0:
By the Perron–Frobenius theorem, we deduce that
2’0 C l’1 D te for some t 2 R; (27)
and
TDiag.Ae/C AU’1 D 0:
In other words; ’1 is an eigenvector of Z of eigenvalue −1. By the results of Section
5 of [4], we conclude that ’1 6D 0 if and only if C is bipartite. In this case; −1 is a
simple eigenvalue; and therefore
’1 D t 0 for some t 0 2 R: (28)
Combining .27/ and .28/; we get the conclusion. 
The treatment of the case 2 > 0 is based on an appropriate choice of a system of
fundamental solutions of .15/. Setting
B D L A.−1=4/; (29)
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we define
e0.x/ D 12 fcos.
p
Bx/C cosh.pBx/g;
e1.x/ D 12pB.−1/  fsin.
p
Bx/C sinh.pBx/g;
e2.x/ D 12B.−2/  f− cos.
p
Bx/C cosh.pBx/g;
e3.x/ D 123=2B.−3/  f− sin.
p
Bx/C sinh.pBx/g:
(30)
We now remark that the functions ei satisfy .15/; are linearly independent and fulfill:
e
.j/
i .0/ D ijE 8i; j 2 f0; : : : ; 3g: (31)
Consequently; any solution U of .14/ and .15/ may be written
U.x/ D
3X
iD0
Ui  ei .x/; (32)
where Ui 2 Rnn and
U.j/.0/ D Uj  E 8j 2 f0; : : : ; 3g: (33)
Lemma 2.5. Let U be given by .32/ with Ui 2 Rnn. If cos.
p
B/  cosh.pB/ 6D
E in the Hadamard sense; then U satisfies .20/ if and only if U satisfies
U.1/ D U.0/T;
U 0.1/ D −U 0.0/T: (34)
If sin.pB/ 6D 0 in the Hadamard sense; then U satisfies .20/ if and only if U satis-
fies
U.1/ D U.0/T;
U 00.1/ D U 00.0/T: (35)
Proof. In the case cos.
p
B/  cosh.pB/ 6D E in the Hadamard sense; we remark
that U is uniquely determined by the values U.0/; U.1/; U 0.0/; U 0.1/; i.e.;
U.x/ D U.0/  g0 .x/C U.1/  g1 .x/C U 0.0/  h0.x/C U 0.1/  h1.x/; (36)
where g0 ; h

0 are linear combinations of the e

i ’s and determined by the conditions
g0 .0/ D E; g0 .1/ D g
0
0 .0/ D g
0
0 .1/ D 0;
h
0
0 .0/ D E; h0.0/ D h0.1/ D h
0
0 .1/ D 0;
while g1 .x/ D g0 .1 − x/ and h1.x/ D −h0.1 − x/. From .36/; we easily deduce
the equivalence between .20/ and .34/.
The case sin.
p
B/ 6D E in the Hadamard sense is treated similarly. 
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Theorem 2.6. Let 2 > 0 be an eigenvalue ofA. Then one of the following state-
ments holdsV
.a/ If cos.p lj a−1=4j / 6D .cosh.
p
 lj a
−1=4
j //
−1 for all j 2 f1; : : : ; Ng .equivalent
to cos.
p
 B/  cosh.p B/ 6D E in the Hadamard sense/; then  satisfies the
characteristic equation
detD.
p
;A;L;E/ D 0; (37)
where the 2n 2n matrix D.p;A;L;E/ is defined by
D.
p
;A;L;E/ D

D11 D12
D21 D11

; (38)
with Dij 2 Rnn given by
D11 D A.1=2/  C.−1/  .cosh.
p
B/− cos.pB//
−Diag.TC.−1/  A.1=2/  sin.pB/  sinh.pB/Ue/;
D12 D A.3=4/  C.−1/  .sinh.
p
B/− sin.pB//
−Diag.TA.3=4/  C.−1/  .sin.pB/  cosh.pB/
− sinh.p B/  cos.p B//Ue/;
D21 D A.1=4/  C.−1/  .sinh.
p
B/C sin.pB//
−Diag.TA.1=4/  C.−1/  .cos.pB/  sinh.pB/
C cosh.pB/  sin.pB//Ue/;
C D cos.pB/  cosh.pB/− E:
Moreover; the associated eigenvector u is such that its matrix function U has
expansion .32/; with
U0 D .’0eT/  E; U1 D .’1eT/  L; (39)
andp
’0
’1

2 kerD.p;A;L;E/:
.b/ If there exists j 2f1;: : : ;Ng such that cos.p lj a−1=4j /D.cosh.
p
 lj a
−1=4
j //
−1;
then an eigenvector u satisfies .32/ and .39/ with
’0;h − "’0;i D −
a
1=4
jp

vuutcosh.plj a−1=4j /− "
cosh.
p
lj a
−1=4
j /C "
.’1;h − "’1;i/
for j D s.i; h/; (40)
where " D sgn.sin.plj a−1=4j //.
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Proof. If u is an eigenvector of A of eigenvalue 2 > 0; then U clearly admits
expansion (32). By (33), we may write
U.0/DU0  E;
U 0.0/DU1  E:
In view of (16) and (17), we deduce (39). It remains to impose conditions (18)–(20):
First (18) and (19) take the form
TL.−2/  A  U2Ue D 0; (41)
TL.−3/  A  U3Ue D 0; (42)
owing to (33). Secondly, (20) implies that
U.1/ D U.0/T and U 0.1/ D −U 0.0/T;
which is equivalent to
U2  f2 C U3  f3 D UT0 − U0  f0 − U1  f1;
U2  f1 C U3  f2 D −UT1 − U0  2B.4/  f3 − U1  f0;
(43)
writing fi D ei .1/; i 2 f0; : : : ; 3g. This system clearly implies that
B.−4/  C  U3 D 22.f1  UT0 − f0  f1  U0 − f .2/1  U1 C f2  UT1
C2B.4/  f3  f2  U0 C f0  f2  U1/;
B.−4/  C  U2 D 22.−f2  UT0 C Tf0  f2 − 2B.4/  f .2/3 U  U0
−f3  UT1 C Tf1  f2 − f0  f3U  U1/:
(44)
In the case (a) we deduce that (43) and (44) are equivalent and that U2;U3 are
uniquely determined on the support of E with respect to ’0 and ’1. Using this
expression into (41) and (42), we arrive at the system (thanks to (24))
D.
p
;A;L;E/
p
’0
’1

D 0: (45)
Therefore a non-trivial solution exists if and only if (37) holds.
In the case (b), U2 and U3 are not uniquely determined by (44) (on supp E) and
consequently the above argument is no more valid. Fixing i; h 2 f1; : : : ; ng such
that eih D 1 and
cos.
p
Bih/ D 1
cosh.
p
Bih/
and setting j D s.i; h/;  D cosh.pBih/; " D sgn.sin.
p
Bih//, then (44) at the
entry ih writes as follows:p
Bih
p
2 − 1. C "/T’0;h − "’0;iU C .2 − 1/lj T’1;h − "’1;iU D 0;
p
Bih.
2 − 1/T’0;h − "’0;iU C
p
2 − 1. − "/lj T’1;h − "’1;iU D 0:
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Taking T’0;h − "’0;iU and T’1;h − "’1;iU as unknowns, this 2  2 system has a deter-
minant equal to 0. Keeping the first line, we arrive at (40). 
2.5. The case L D A D E
In this case, we show that the determination of the zeros of the transcendental
equation (37) is reduced to an algebraic eigenvalue problem. We further precise the
case (b) in Theorem 2.6, by showing that the determination of the eigenvectors of
these eigenvalues is equivalent to the determination of the kernel of a matrix. Fur-
thermore we give an estimate from below of their multiplicities.
Let us introduce the following functions and 2  2 matrix:
a./ D sinh2 p cos p− sin2 p cosh p;
b./ D .sin
p
 sinh p/.1 − cos p cosh p/;
d./ D −a./2 − b−./ bC./;
H./ D

a./ bC./
b−./ −a./

:
Proposition 2.7. Assume that L D A D E and that cos p 6D 1=cosh p. Then the
following assertions holdV
.i/ If d./ > 0; then 2 is not an eigenvalue ofA.
.ii/ If d./ < 0; let us set
h./ VD
p−d./
2.1 − cos p cosh p/ ;
then 2 is an eigenvalue ofA if and only if h./ or −h./ is an eigenvalue of
M D .Diag.Ee//−1E. The multiplicity m.2/ of 2 is then equal to
m.2/ D dim ker.M − h./I/ C dim ker.M C h./I/: (46)
.iii/ If d./ D 0; then 2 is an eigenvalue ofA if and only if 0 is an eigenvalue of
M. The multiplicity of 2 is equal to dim kerM .
Proof. In the case L D A D E, we simply remark that the system (45) is equivalent
to 
M 0
0 M
 p
’0
’1

D f ./H./
p
’0
’1

; (47)
where
f ./ VD 1
2.1 − cos p cosh p/
and H./ is the 2n 2n matrix
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H./ D

a./Inn bC./Inn
b−./Inn −a./Inn

:
The idea is now to use the Jordan decomposition of H./, which, in this case, is
given in terms of the Jordan decomposition ofH./. As the eigenvalues ofH./
satisfy
2 C d./ D 0;
we need to distinguish the cases d./ > 0;< 0 and =0.
(i) If d./ > 0, then H./ has conjugated complex eigenvalue ./ and ./
(with a non-zero imaginary part!). IfV is the unitary matrix such that
VH./V
−1
 D

./ 0
0 ./

;
then (47) becomes
M 0
0 M
 p
’0
’1

D f ./V −1

./Inn 0
0 ./Inn

V
p
’0
’1

;
where V is defined fromV as H./ fromH./. Setting
0
1

D V
p
’0
’1

;
we arrive at
M 0
0 M
 
0
1

D f ./

./Inn 0
0 ./Inn
 
0
1

:
In other words, f ././ and f ././ are eigenvalues of M. This is impossible
because the row stochastic matrix M has only real eigenvalues due to Section 5 of
[4].
(ii) If d./ < 0, thenH./ has the real eigenvalues
./ D 
p−d./;
and the above arguments show that (47) is equivalent to
M0 D f ./C./0;
M1 D f ./−./1:
(iii) If d./ D 0, then 0 is a double eigenvalue ofH./ and sinceH./ 6D 022
(because bC./ 6D 0 for all  > 0), there exists an invertible matrixV such that
H./ DV−1

0 1
0 0

V:
As before, setting
0
1

D V
p
’0
’1

;
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(47) is equivalent to
M1 D 0
M0 D f ./1: (48)
These two identities yield 0 2 kerM2. Since Section 5 of [4] implies that kerM2 D
kerM , we conclude that 0 2 kerM and 1 D 0: 
Proposition 2.8. Assume thatLDA D E and  > 0 such that cos p D 1=cosh p.
Let us set " D sgn.sin p/;
" D −
s

cosh
p
C "
cosh
p
− " ;
D D f 21 − 2 f 23 D
".cosh2
p
− 1/
 cosh
p

and fi D ei .1/ are here considered as real numbers because B D E. Then 2 is
an eigenvalue of A if and only if there exist U2 2 M.C/ VD fU 2 Rnn V 8i; h 2
f1; : : : ; ng V eih D 0 ) Uih D 0g and ’0; ’1 2 Rn non-trivial solutions of the fol-
lowing homogeneous linear system .49/{.51/V
U2e D 0; (49)
−2 2" UT2 e − TEC " Diag.Ee/U’0 D 0; (50)
f3D
−1.UT2 C "U2/C ." − "D−1f1/.’0 eT/  E
−f1D−1.e’T0 /  EC .’1eT/  E D 0: (51)
The dimension of the span of the set of these solutions is > N − nC ; where  D 0
if " D −1 and C is not bipartite; and  D 1 else. Consequently;
m.2/ > N − nC : (52)
To a non-trivial solution .U2; ’0; ’1/ of .49/{.51/ corresponds an eigenvector u
of eigenvalue 2; whose associated matrix U admits expansion .32/; where U0;U1
are given by .39/ and U3 is equal to
U3 D −D−1 2 f3.UT0 C "U0/C "U2 C f1D−1.UT2 C "U2/: (53)
Proof. Let u be an eigenvector ofA of eigenvalue 2. Then equivalently, its matrix
function U is in the form (32) with Ui such that U satisfies (14)–(20).
In the sequel, we shall use the easily checked equalities:
f1f2 − f0f3
f3
D ";−"f1 C 2f2f3 − f1f0 D "D: (54)
We first start with condition (20). Since cos p D 1=cosh p and  > 0 imply that
sin
p
 6D 0, by Lemma 2.5, we know that (20) is equivalent to (35), which, in this
case, may be written
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f0U0 C f1U1 C f2U2 C f3U3 D UT0
2f2U0 C 2f3U1 C f0U2 C f1U3 D UT2 :
(55)
Solving this system in U1;U3; we get equivalently
U1 D D−1ff1UT0 − f3UT2 C .2f2f3 − f1f0/U0 C .f3f0 − f1f2/U2g;
U3 D −D−1f2f3UT0 − f1UT2 C 2.f1f2 − f0f3/U0
C.f1f0 − 2f3f2/U2g:
(56)
The second identity is identity (53) thanks to (54). Now, since (16) and (17) is equiv-
alent to (39), replacing, respectively U1 and U0 by .’1eT/  E and .’0eT/  E in the
first identity of (56), we arrive at (51).
Conditions (18) and (19) become here
TE  U2Ue D 0; (57)
TE  U3Ue D 0: (58)
But in view of (53) and (39), U satisfies (14) if and only if U2 2 M.C/. Therefore,
for U2 2 M.C/, (57) is equivalent to (49). Moreover, replacing U3 by (53) in (58),
we obtain (50).
We now estimate the dimension of the span of the set of solutions of (49)–(51).
For this, it suffices to note that .U2; 0; 0/ is a solution of (49)–(51) if and only if
U2e D 0, UT2 e D 0 and UT2 C "U2 D 0. By formulae (17) of [4], these matrices span
a subspace of M.C/ of dimension N − n− : 
2.6. Other continuity conditions on the first derivatives
When one vertexEi has only two adjacent edges j and l, another natural condition
is to impose (see [11] for such a model):
ouj
oj
.Ei/ D −oulol .Ei/; (59)
instead of (5). In order to include this type of conditions, we should replace condition
(5) by the following one
ih
ouj
oj
.Ei/ D ih0 oulol .Ei/; (60)
if j D s.i; h/ and l D s.i; h0/ for all i 2 f1; : : : ; ng, Eh;Eh0 being different neigh-
bouring vertices of Ei , where R D .ih/nn is a fixed matrix in M.C/ (we do not
need positiveness of its coefficients or symmetry of R). The case R D E corresponds
to (5). To get (59), it suffices to impose that ih D −ih0 , if Ei has only two neigh-
bouring vertices Eh and Eh0 .
If we define the operator AR as A replacing (5) by (60), then we can prove
similar results. Indeed, the matrix formulation (14)–(20) of the eigenvalue problem
is unchanged except (17) and (19), which become, respectively:
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9’1 2 Rn V U 0.0/ D .’1eT/  L  R.−1/;
TR.−1/  L.−2/ A  U 00.0/Ue D 0:
For instance, Theorem 2.6 still holds with slightly different matrices Dij in the case
(a) and multiplying the left-hand side of (40) by ih in the case (b). Theorem 2.3 still
holds with a slightly different matrixM.
3. The second problem
In this section, we make the same spectral analysis as before but for another op-
eratorA1 defined on a C4-network G. Of course, we use all the notation introduced
in Section 2. As we already mentioned, this operator was introduced in [10], where
maximum principles and invertibility properties are considered.
3.1. The operator
We introduce the operatorA1 on H as follows:
D.A1/ D

u 2 H V uj 2 H 4..0; lj // 8j D 1; : : : ; N;
satisfying .4/; .8/ and .61/ hereafterg ;
8u 2 D.A1/ VA1u D

ajujx.4/j
N
jD1
:
u
jx
.2/
j
.Ei/ D 0 8j 2 Ni; 8i 2 f1; : : : ; ng: (61)
As before,A1 is a non-negative self-adjoint operator with a compact resolvant. We
then want to characterize the eigenvalues ofA1. Let us fix an eigenvalue 2 ofA1
( > 0) of associated eigenvector u. It then fulfills (4), (8), (61) and (10) and (11).
This is equivalent to a matrix differential problem summarized in the next lemma.
Lemma 3.1. u 2 D.A1/ is an eigenvector of A1 associated with the eigenvalue
2. > 0/ if and only if U satisfies .14/{.16/; .19/ and
U 00.0/ D 0: (62)
We now pass to an equivalent algebraic system.
3.2. The characteristic equation
The case  D 0 is our first aim. Here we precise the results given in Theorem 3 of
[10].
Theorem 3.2. u 2 kerA1 if and only if
U.x/ D U0 C .UT0 − U0/x; (63)
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where U0 D .’0eT/  E; with ’0 2 Rn. Consequently;
dim kerA1 D n: (64)
Proof. First, we check that (20) is equivalent to
U.1/ D U.0/T and U 00.1/ D U 00.0/T: (65)
Writting U in the form
U3x3 C U2x2 C U1x C U0;
identity (65) is equivalent to
U1 D UT0 − U0;
2U2 C 6U3 D UT2 :
By (62), we deduce that U2 D U3 D 0. Therefore, (19) is satisfied and we arrive at
(63) with U0 in the announced form (thanks to (16)) and arbitrary ’0: 
We may now pass to the case 2 > 0.
Theorem 3.3. Let 2 > 0 be an eigenvalue of A1. Then we have the following
alternativesV
(a) If sin.p lj a−1=4j / 6D 0 for all j 2 f1; : : : ; Ng .equivalent to sin.
p
 B/ 6D 0
in the Hadamard sense/; then  satisfies the characteristic equation
detD1.
p
;A;L;E/ D 0; (66)
where the n n matrix D1.
p
;A;L;E/ is defined by
D1.
p
;A;L;E/ DA.1=4/  .sinh.pB/  sin.pB//.−1/
.sinh.pB/− sin.pB//
−Diag.TA.1=4/  .sinh.pB/  sinh.pB//.−1/
.cos.pB/  sinh.pB/− cosh.pB/  sin.pB//Ue/:
Moreover; the matrix function U corresponding to the associated eigenvector u
has expansion .32/ with U2 D 0;
U0 D .’0 eT/  E; (67)
and ’0 2 kerD1.
p
;A;L;E/.
(b) If there exists j 2 f1; : : : ; Ng such that sin.p lj a−1=4j / D 0 .,
p
 lj a
−1=4
j D
k for some k 2 N/; then a eigenvector u satisfies .32/ with U2 D 0; U0 given
by .67/ and the following relationsV
’0;h D .−1/k’0;i ; (68)
U3ih C k22U1ih D k33 f.−1/
k − cosh.k/g
2 sinh.k/
’0;i for j D s.i; h/: (69)
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Proof. Let u be an eigenvector ofA1 of eigenvalue 2 > 0; then U admits expan-
sion .32/. By .33/ and .16/; we obtain .67/ with some ’0 2 Rn. Similarly, by .62/;
we get U2 D 0. It then remains conditions .19/ and .20/. This last condition implies
U.1/ D U.0/T and U 00.1/ D U 00.0/T; (70)
which is equivalent to
U0  f0 C U1  f1 C U3  f3 D UT0 ;
U3  f1 C 2B.4/  U0  f2 C 2B.4/  U1  f3 D 0:
(71)
This implies that
B.−2/  sin.pB/  sinh.pB/  U3
D −3B.4/  UT0  f3 C 3B.4/  .f0  f3 − f1  f2/  U0;
(72)
B.−2/  sin.pB/  sinh.pB/  U1
D f1  UT0 − .f0  f1 − 2B.4/  f2  f3/  U0:
This means that we have to distinguish the case sin.
p
B/ 6D 0 in the Hadamard
sense or not.
(a) If sin.pB/ 6D 0 in the Hadamard sense, then (73) is uniquely solvable and is
equivalent to (70) and then equivalent to (20), thanks to Lemma 2.5. This leads
to the expression
U3 D.sin.
p
B/  sinh.pB//.−1/  
2
3=2
B.3/  T.sinh.pB/
− sin.pB//  UT0 − .cos.
p
B/  sinh.pB/
− cosh.pB/  sin.pB//  U0U: (73)
A similar expression for U1 could be written but is not useful later on. Since (19)
is equivalent to (42), using the above expression (73) and (24), (19) is equivalent
to
D1.
p
;A;L;E/’0 D 0;
which leads to the conclusion.
(b) Fixing i; h 2 f1; : : : ; ng such that eih D 1 and sin.
p
Bih/ D 0, and setting j D
s.i; h/; k D p lj a−1=4j , with k 2 N, then (73) implies that
U0hi sinh.k/− cos.k/ sinh.k/U0ih D 0: (74)
This identity is nothing else than (68) according to (67).
On the other hand, the second identity of (71) may be written
k sinh.k/U1ih C sinh.k/
k
U3ih D −k22

cosh.k/− .−1/k
2

’0;i;
which is equivalent to (69). 
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3.3. The case L D A.1=4/
Here in the case L D A.1=4/; the transcendental equation (66) is equivalent to
an algebraic eigenvalue problem. Introduce the matrix Z D .Diag.Le//−1L and the
function
f ./ D cos sinh − cosh sin 
sinh− sin 8 > 0:
Proposition 3.4. Assume that L D A.1=4/ and  > 0 such that p 6D k for all
k 2 N. Then 2 is an eigenvalue of A1 if and only if f .
p
/ is an eigenvalue of
Z. In this case; an associated eigenvector u is given as in Theorem 3:3; with ’0 an
eigenvector of Z associated with the eigenvalue f .p/; i.e. Z’0 D f .
p
/’0.
Proof. It suffices to note that for  > 0
D1.
p
;A;L;E/ D sinh
p
− sin p
sinh
p
 sin
p

Diag.Le/.Z − f .p/I/: 
Proposition 3.5. Assume that L D A.1=4/ and  > 0 such that p D k for some
k 2 N. Then  is an eigenvalue of A1 of eigenvector u if and only if U has the
expansion .32/ with U0 D U2 D 0; U3 2 M.C/ such that
U1 D − 1
k22
U3; (75)
UT3 D .−1/kC1U3; (76)
TL  U3Ue D 0: (77)
The multiplicity of 2 is
m.2/ D N − nC 1 if k is even or .if k is odd and C is bipartite/;
m.2/ D N − n if k is odd and C is not bipartite:
Proof. Since sin
p
 D 0 and  > 0 imply that cos p cosh p 6D 1, by Lemma 2.5,
we deduce that (20) is equivalent to (34), i.e.,
f3  U3 C f1  U1 D UT0 − f0  U0;
f2  U3 C f0  U1 D −UT1 − 2f3  U0:
As (20) also implies (73), from Theorem 3.3, we know that U0 satisfies (74), but here
for all i; h (due to the assumption L D A.1=4/), which can then be written
UT0 D .−1/kU0: (78)
Therefore, the previous system becomes
U1 D U0 − −1U3;
.−1/kU3 C UT3 D U0;
(79)
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with some ;  6D 0. Thanks to the assumption L D A.1=4/, condition (19) is equiv-
alent to (77). Finally, the continuity condition (16) means, as usual, that there exists
’0 2 Rn such that (67) holds.
Consequently, we are reduced to find U3 2 M.C/ and ’0 2 Rn solution of
TL  U3Ue D 0;
.−1/kU3 C UT3 D U0;
U0 D .’0eT/  E:
(80)
Note that the second identity implies (78). But this identity (78) implies itself that
TE  .’0 eT/Ue D .−1/kTE  .e’T0 /Ue;
and by identities (24), we arrive at
E’0 D .−1/kTDiag.Ee/U’0;
or equivalently (with the notation M D TDiag.Ee/U−1E)
M’0 D .−1/k’0:
In other words, ’0 D  for some  2 R, where  D e if k is even,  D 0 if k is
odd and C is not bipartite and  D  if k is odd and C is bipartite as a consequence
of Section 5 of [4] (see also Section 2). In both cases, U0 D .’0eT/  E satisfies (78).
Therefore, it remains to show the existence of U3 2 M.C/ such that
TL  U3Ue D 0;
.−1/kU3 C UT3 D U0:
Such a solution exists if and only if
( 0
U0

belongs to the range of the linear application
K V M.C/ −! Rn M.C/
U3 7−! .TL  U3Ue;UT3 C .−1/kU3/;
or equivalently,
( 0
U0

is orthogonal to the kernel of the adjoint application, which is
equal to
K V Rn M.C/ −! M.C/
.;U/ 7−! L  .eT/C UT C .−1/kU:
From this expression, we easily check that the vector .−2;L  .eT// belongs to
kerK. Consequently, if
( 0
U0

is orthogonal to kerK, then
.L  .eT/; eT/2 D 0:
This identity implies that ’0 D  D 0. Therefore, we have shown that
( 0
U0

is
orthogonal to ker K if and only if U0 D 0.
In conclusion, (80) has a solution if and only if U0 D 0 and U3 2 M.C/ satisfies
(76) and (77). Furthermore, the first identity of (79) then reduces to (75). Finally,
the assertion concerning the multiplicity of 2 follows from Theorem 2 of [4] (see
Proposition 2.8). 
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We shall now see that the two above propositions allow us to get the asymptotic
behaviour of the eigenvalues ofA1:
Theorem 3.6. Assume that L D A.1=4/ and denote by fk; k 2 Ng the monotoni-
cally increasing sequence of the eigenvalues of A1 .repeated according to their
multiplicities/. Then
lim
k!1
k
k4
D 
4
N4
: (81)
Proof. Denote by g the 2p-periodic function defined by
g./ D cos− sin :
It has the property that
g.U2k; .2k C 1/T/  T−p2; 1T;
g.U.2k C 1/; .2k C 2/T/ U − 1;p2U 8k 2 N:
Since f ./ is close to g./ for  sufficiently large, in the sense that
lim
!1 f ./− g./ D 0;
we deduce that f has the property
8" > 0; 9k" 2 N V 8k > k" V

f .U2k; .2k C 1/T/  T−1; 1 − "U;
f .U.2k C 1/; .2k C 2/T/ U − 1 C "; 1U:
Consequently, choosing " > 0 sufficiently small such that T−1 C "; 1 − "U contains
all eigenvalues of Z except 1 and −1 (see Section 5 of [4] or Proposition 2.4), the
above property implies that there exists k0 2 N such that
f .U2k; .2k C 1/T/  .Z/ n f1g;
f .U.2k C 1/; .2k C 2/T/  .Z/ n f−1g 8k > k0;
where .Z/ denotes the set of eigenvalues of Z. With the help of Proposition 3.4 and
Section 5 of [4], we deduce the following assertions:
(i) If C is not bipartite, then
8k > k0;A1 has 2n− 1 eigenvalues in the set U4k22;
.2k C 2/22Tnf.2k C 1/22g:
(ii) If C is bipartite, then
8k > k0;A1 has 2n− 2 eigenvalues in the set U4k22;
.2k C 2/22Tnf.2k C 1/22g:
Taking into account Proposition 3.5, which gives the multiplicity of the eigen-
values ofA1 of the form k22, we conclude thatA1 has exactly 2N eigenvalues
in the interval T4k22; 4.k C 1/22T for all k > k0. Therefore, (81) holds. 
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We shall see that this type of asymptotic behaviour is not only valid in the case
L D A.1=4/, but holds for any graphs. This is the aim of the next section.
4. Eigenvalue asymptotics
To prove the asymptotic behaviour of the eigenvalues of our operatorsA orA1
(or even more general ones), we make use of the usual trick, which consists in com-
paring the eigenvalues of the operator with those of the same operator on each edge
with either Dirichlet conditions on each vertex or Neuman ones, with the help of the
min–max principle of Poincaré–Ritz or the max–min principle of Courant–Weyl. For
unions of disjoint sets of Rn, this idea was already used in Section 6.2 of [13]. For
networks of strings with operators with variable coefficients, this was first asserted by
Camerer in 1980 (see Ref. 33 in [8]). It was shown for general Kirchhoff conditions
in [8, Section 20] (see also [7]). For the constant coefficient case, we refer to [1,4,24];
for variable coefficients, see [1,2,6,25].
We first formulate the following easily checked equivalence:
Lemma 4.1. Let fkgk2N be an increasing sequence of non-negative real numbers
and denote by N.r/ the number of k in T0; rU. Let c; l > 0 be fixed. Then
k D .ck C O.1//l (82)
if and only if
N.r/ D c−1r1= l C O.1/: (83)
Let us now define the Hilbert spaces
VN VD
NY
jD1
H 2..0; lj //;
VD VD
NY
jD1
H 20 ..0; lj //;
endowed with the product norm. Let us recall that H 20 ..0; l// D fv 2 H 2..0; l// V
v.0/ D v0.0/ D v.l/ D v0.l/ D 0g.
Theorem 4.2. Let G be a fixed C4-network and V a closed subspace of VN such
that VD is continuously embedded into V. Let AV be the non-negative self-adjoint
operator which is the Friedrichs extension of the triple .H; V; a/; where a is defined
by .9/. Denote by fkgk2N the monotonically increasing sequence of the eigenvalues
ofAV .repeated according to their multiplicites/. Then one has
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lim
k!C1
k
k4
D 4
0
@ NX
jD1
lj
4paj
1
A
−4
DV c: (84)
Proof. Denote by fDk gk2N (respectively fNk gk2N) the sequence of eigenvalues of
AVD (respectivelyAVN ). By the max–min principle of Courant–Weyl, we deduce
that (see [13], or Corollary 2.1.4 of [1])
Nk 6 k 6 Dk 8k 2 N: (85)
We are then reduced to check the asymptotic behaviour of Dk and 
N
k . But in view of
the definition of VD (respectively VN ), we have
fDk gk2N D
J[
jD1
fDjkgk2N; (86)
fNk gk2N D
J[
jD1
fNjkgk2N; (87)
where fDjkgk2N (respectively fNjkgk2N) denotes the set of eigenvalues of the Dirich-
let (respectively Neumann) problem on .0; lj /:
aj ux.4/ D Djku on .0; lj /;
u.0/ D u0.0/ D u.lj / D u0.lj / D 0; (88)
aj ux.4/ D Njku on .0; lj /;
u00.0/ D u000.0/ D u00.lj / D u000.lj / D 0: (89)
We easily see that an eigenvalue D 6D 0 (respectively N 6D 0) of (88) (respectively
(89)) is given by D D aj l−4j 2 (respectively N D aj l−4j 2), where  is a root of
ch
p
 cos
p
− 1 D 0:
A careful study of these roots leads to
DjkDaj

k
lj
C O.1/
4
; (90)
NjkDaj

k
lj
C O.1/
4
: (91)
Obviously, the function O.1/ in (90) and (91) are not identical, nevertheless this
means that Djk and 
N
jk have the same asymptotic behaviour.
With the help of Lemma 4.1, (90) is equivalent to
NDj .r/ D
lj
4pr
4
p
aj
C O.1/; (92)
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where NDj .r/ VD #fk V Djk 6 rg. Since (86) implies that
ND.r/ D #fk V Dk 6 rg D
NX
jD1
NDj .r/; (93)
by (92), we arrive at
ND.r/ D
0
@ NX
jD1
lj
4paj
1
A 4pr

C O.1/:
Again Lemma 4.1 leads to
Dk D c.k C O.1//4:
Since Nk satisfies the same identity (with another O.1/), we arrive at (84), thanks to
(85). 
Corollary 4.3. The eigenvalues ofA orA1 satisfy .84/.
Proof. If suffices to notice that the spaceV D D.A1=2/ (respectivelyV DD.A1=21 /)
satisfies the assumptions of Theorem 4.2. 
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